ENHANCE YOUR STORY...
With digital collaboration solutions

END-TO-END SOLUTIONS

FOR DIGITAL COLLABORATION

Select your
operating system
Flexibly choose your preferred operation
system (e.g. Windows, macOS or Android)
depending on your existing
IT infrastructure.

Access your content
Get more out of your well-known software tools during a collaborative
sessions. An interactive solution allows easy access, on the spot editing
and annotating over MS Office and PDF documents, images or videos.

Customise
your solution
Fully customise your solution with a wide
range of height-adjustable mounting
systems and high-quality accessories like
cameras, microphones and proximity sensors.

Wirelessly connect other devices
Easily mirror any laptop or personal device to the e-Screen
by using AirServer technology - the fastest and most
well-known technology for casting and mirroring on the
market.

SESSIONS SOFTWARE

TURN YOUR MEETINGS
INTO EFFECTIVE SESSIONS
Get the most out of your Legamaster e-Screen with Sessions - a secure and user-friendly end-to-end software solution
that covers all core meeting phases: plan, collaborate and recap. Sessions is designed to fit the needs of both the user
and the organisation as it enables effective, interactive meetings in a user-friendly and secure environment. Due to
the intuitive design, Sessions enables everyone - from first-time users to experienced pro’s - to turn any meeting into
an effective session.

BENEFITS
FOR USERS

BENEFITS
FOR ORGANISATIONS

■
■

Easily plan & start meetings
Quick access to apps, files & an interactive whiteboard

■
■

Optimize your meeting room occupancy rate
Lower the barrier to use digital tools

■

Immediately share the recap with all participants

■

Control the setup & protect your data

PLAN - COLLABORATE - RECAP

EASY DIGITAL COLLABORATION
The Sessions software is designed to build upon the way users are already working. It creates a unique collaboration
experience by offering the tools needed to have an effective meeting or brainstorm.

Plan

Collaborate

Recap

Meeting Room Management

Screen mirroring

Instant sharing

The built-in Exchange connection
displays the room’s status to whoever
walks into it and also allows for an
instant booking on the spot for a
spontaneous meeting.

Connecting other devices is made
simple, reliable and intuitive. Easily
mirror your laptop or personal device
to the e-Screen by using the built-in
AirServer technology.

When you are done, a comprehensive
recap can be securely saved or shared.
No idea is lost and everyone can
continue to work with the meeting
outcomes straight away.

E-SCREEN ETX

EXPERIENCE THE FLEXIBILITY
Transform any ordinary meeting, teaching materials or presentation into a highly effective interactive experience
with the ETX-20 series touch screens. The versatile and user-friendly e-Screens offer you a host of options to adjust
the screen to your liking. Combined with its many accessories, the ETX-20 series is capable of adapting to any
situation in every environment.
Razor-sharp, high-quality images in Ultra-HD and a
fast-as-lightning touch experience.

Incredible versatility due to the embedded Android
environment and app store.

AirServer inside: Connecting other devices is made
simple, reliable and intuitive. Easily mirror your
laptop or personal device to the e-Screen by using
the built-in AirServer technology.

Slim appearance with a high build quality and thin
bezels.

AIRSERVER

BYOD SCREEN MIRRORING
SOLUTION
AirServer brings you the smoothest and most powerful mirroring experience ever created. You can simply share the
content from your mobile or desktop device to an e-Screen, fast and easy, in a stunning high-quality resolution.
Having compatibility with iOS, Chrome OS, Android and Windows, everyone can share their ideas in an instant and
simultaneously to the same screen.
Supports AirPlay + Google Cast + Miracast

Creates a wireless guest network & offers extensive
remote management options

Enables 8+ simultaneous on-screen mirroring
connections

Available as additional hardware for existing
e-Screens or built-in software in the ETX-20 series
e-Screens or Sessions software

LEGAMASTER

ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR PERFORMANCE
AND KNOW-HOW
As a powerful brand within the edding Group, LEGAMASTER is the No.1 choice when it comes to modern, eyecatching visualisation and presentation tools. Be it in lessons, at seminars, at conferences or in meetings: with a large
range of interactive solutions, flipcharts, whiteboards, pinboards, presentation and display systems and accessories
for presenting, writing and drawing, LEGAMASTER offers a wide range of collaboration solutions.

High-quality and sustainable
products

www.Legamaster.com

Excellent service before, during
and after your purchase

Local distribution and customer
support in more than 50 countries

Legamaster,
brand of the edding group

